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Abstract
Flow management systems such as supply chain (SC) systems involve multiple operators managing elements of automation. The
success of such multi-operator multi-automation systems depends not only on individual operator’s appropriate use of automation, but
also on cooperation between operators. Inappropriate reliance on automation may be a critical factor hindering cooperation and sharing
automation-related information may improve reliance and promote cooperation. A computational model was developed to investigate
how individual operator’s use of automation inﬂuences cooperation between individuals. The model consists of an extension of the
decision ﬁeld theory [Busemeyer, J.R., Townsend, J.T., 1993. Decision ﬁeld theory: a dynamic cognitive approach to decision making in
an uncertain environment. Psychological Review 100(3), 432–459] that simulates the dynamics of an individual’s trust and reliance on
automation and a game theoretic framework that simulates the dynamics of cooperation between individuals in an iterated Prisoners’
Dilemma game. Simulation experiments with this model were conducted to test the following hypotheses in the context of a twomanufacturer one-retailer SC system: (1) inappropriate use of automation will hinder cooperation; (2) sharing information regarding the
performance of automation will directly improve reliance on automation and reduce unintentional competitive behavior; and (3) sharing
information regarding the reliance on automation will lead to a more charitable interpretation of the other’s intent to cooperate or
compete and therefore promote cooperation. The simulation results show that inappropriate reliance on automation undermines
cooperation and sharing information of automation performance and reliance improves cooperation. The degree of improvement in
cooperation by sharing such information is greatest in situations in which automation recovers from faults.
Relevance to industry
Promoting cooperation is important for decentralized systems such as SCs where inappropriate use of automation may undermine
cooperation. This paper shows how reliance on automation inﬂuences cooperation and how sharing automation-related information
mediates this inﬂuence. The results suggest some ways to promote sustainable cooperation.
r 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Reliance on automation describes the process of an
operator’s using or engaging automation (Lee and See,
2004). Inappropriate reliance on automation has contributed to numerous industrial disasters and such disasters
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may become increasingly common and catastrophic as
automation becomes more prevalent (Parasuraman and
Riley, 1997). Most previous research has focused on how a
single operator manages one or a few elements of
automation. However, many systems include multiple
operators managing multiple elements of automation. We
call these systems multi-operator multi-automation
(MOMA) systems. The successful operation of such
MOMA systems depends not only on operators’ appropriate reliance on the automation, but also on the
cooperation between operators. In the present study we
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deﬁne cooperation as ‘joint action for mutual beneﬁt’
(Dugatkin et al., 1992). In addition to directly affecting
system performance, operators’ inappropriate reliance on
automation may undermine their cooperation with other
operators.
Lack of cooperation, between operators in a MOMA
system such as a power grid, can cause severe problems. As
an example, the worst power grid failure in US history
occurred on August 14, 2003. The ﬂow of approximately
61,800 MW of electricity was disrupted, leaving 50 million
customers from Ohio to New York and parts of Canada
without electric power (Lipton et al., 2003). An important
contributor to this event was a lack of cooperation between
two regional electrical grid operators who were monitoring
the same region (US–Canada Power System Outage Task
Force, 2003). These operators managed the ﬂow of
electricity from suppliers to distributors. A failure to
exchange information about their operations prevented
them from understanding and responding to changes in the
power grid.
Cooperation between network members is also critical
for supply chain (SC) systems. A SC is a network of
interlinked suppliers, manufacturers, distributors, and
retailers. Effective SC management (SCM) requires a high
degree of collaboration between supply chain members
(Wu and O’Grady, 2004). The advantages of cooperation
between upstream and downstream SC members, referred
to as vertical cooperation, have been widely acknowledged
(Cachon and Zipkin, 1999; Sahin and Robinson, 2002).
However, the value of cooperation between substitutable
or competing SC members, referred to as horizontal
cooperation, has not been fully recognized. There is an
increasing need for horizontal cooperation in SCs. For
example, with soft-drink products, cooperation and the
sharing of information between various local distributors
of the same brand in one geographical area generally
beneﬁt all. In the automotive parts industry, developing
more horizontally cooperative relationships with those who
are typically competitors has become a major trend
(Burgers et al., 1993; Dussauge et al., 2004). In the
European print industry, cooperating with competitors
results in better service to customers. Horizontal cooperation between farm businesses has been shown to help them
acquire more useful information, make more effective use
of new technologies, and improve purchasing power
(Napier, 2001).
Although cooperation has been recognized as an
important factor in the success of a SC system, cooperation
has proved difﬁcult to sustain (Sabath and Fontanella,
2002). Effective cooperation is built on a foundation of
trust and lack of trust can undermine cooperation (Barratt,
2004; Lee and Billington, 1992). The advantage of
cooperation can only be realized if the cooperation is
sustained over time. Short-term opportunistic behavior can
undermine future cooperation by increasing the level of
distrust between participants (Kumar and vanDissel,
1996). Therefore, there is a need to understand what

conditions enhance trust between operators and promote
cooperation. Little attention has been given to the
unintentional competitive behavior and the misinterpretation of others’ intent that can induce competitive behavior.
Inappropriate use of automation may cause such unintentional competitive behavior and generate the misinterpretation that initiates increasingly competitive behavior. In
this study, we investigate how to reduce such competition
and promote cooperation by improving appropriate
reliance on automation with the sharing of automationrelated information.
Both power grid and SCM are examples of the general
domain of ﬂow management, in which MOMA performance is particularly important. A linked structure of
multiple ﬂows and reservoirs deﬁnes a decentralized
network managed by multiple operators with the support
of multiple elements of automation. Very few studies have
addressed how the interaction between multiple operators
and multiple automation elements inﬂuences cooperation
in decentralized systems. To the best of the authors’
knowledge, no research has investigated how an individual’s reliance on automation inﬂuences the cooperation
between individuals in the context of a SC system, which is
the focus of this study.
The paper is organized as follows: ﬁrst the SC scenario
and the game situation considered are described; then the
rationale for sharing automation-related information is
presented; a model of interaction between reliance on
automation and cooperation is introduced; simulation
experiments with the model are described; and ﬁnally
results showing how different types of information sharing
inﬂuence cooperation are presented.
2. Supply chains and game situations
It is well recognized that cooperation between SC
members can increase system-wide efﬁciency (Cachon,
2002). A review of related articles shows that cooperation
in SC systems can be categorized into two types: vertical
and horizontal cooperation (Anupindi et al., 2001).
Vertical cooperation refers to the cooperation between
upstream and downstream SC members (e.g., between
supplier and manufacturer or manufacturer and retailer).
For example, there might be conﬂicting interests between
the manufacturer and the retailer: the retailer prefers a high
frequency of small orders to avoid inventory costs while the
manufacturer prefers a low frequency of larger orders to
beneﬁt from batch production. Vertical cooperation
between the manufacturer and the retailer might produce
a medium-order frequency and a medium-order size to
accommodate both. Competition can only emerge when
each member considers their own constraints without a
willingness to compromise. Horizontal cooperation refers
to the cooperation between SC members who play the same
role at the same stage of a SC such as the potential
entrants, substitutes, and competitors (e.g., between multiple suppliers, multiple manufacturers, or multiple retailers)
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(Anupindi et al., 2001). The horizontal SC structure often
creates a game situation between SC members in that the
members share the same market, where the interests are
both consistent and conﬂicting (Luce and Raiffa, 1957; von
Neumann and Morgenstern, 1944). They have conﬂicting
interests because each of them wants a larger share of the
demand or market than the other.
In a SC where two manufacturers supply one retailer, a
higher level of inventory is needed by one manufacturer to
get a larger market share than the other manufacturer.
They have consistent interests in that they both want to
avoid unnecessarily high inventory associated with high
holding costs. Therefore, on one hand, both want to keep a
high level of inventory to be able to meet a large
proportion of the demand; on the other hand, both want
to keep a low level of inventory to avoid high inventory
costs. This type of inventory-based competition between
multiple ﬁrms who provide substitutable products or
competing brands of the same product has been well
established (Lippman and McCardle, 1997; Mahajan and
van Ryzin, 2001; Parlar, 1988). An early treatment of the
substitutable product inventory problem is given by Parlar
(1988) in a two-retailer game situation. More recent
research has investigated multiple retailers competing for
a single good supplied by one manufacturer (Anupindi et
al., 2001; Lippman and McCardle, 1997; Rudi and
Netessine, 1999). Other studies have examined the horizontal interaction between multiple manufacturers sharing
one retailer or between multiple suppliers sharing one
manufacturer (Elahi et al., 2003; van Ryzin and Mahajan,
1999). All these studies describe the strategic relationship
between multiple horizontal SC members in a game
situation in which, although cooperation might beneﬁt all
SC members, all members might also serve their own
interests best by competing. In this paper, we consider
horizontal cooperation between two manufacturers in a
two-manufacturer one-retailer SC system where two
manufacturers share the same market.
How the responsibility for managing inventory is
allocated between the manufacturer and the retailer has a
strong inﬂuence on cooperation. Generally, there are two
approaches: traditional Retailer-Managed Inventory
(RMI) and Vendor-Managed Inventory (VMI). RMI refers
to situations where the retailer monitors and manages the
inventory, while VMI applies to situations where the
retailer delegates its inventory management to its upstream
manufacturer or supplier. A recent study investigated the
reasons why retailers prefer VMI to traditional RMI from
the perspective of competition between manufacturers of
competing brands (Mishra and Raghunathan, 2004). A
situation where a single retailer sells two brands of a
substitutable product provided by two manufacturers was
considered. The analysis showed that VMI intensiﬁes the
competition between manufacturers of competing brands
compared to RMI. The increased competition under VMI
causes manufacturers to stock more than what the retailer
would have stocked under RMI. VMI rather than RMI is
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used in the present study because it captures an increasingly common SC characteristic that induces inventorybased competition between manufacturers in a twomanufacturer one-retailer SC.
With the inventory management strategy of VMI, how
the demand is allocated among manufacturers deﬁnes the
game situation. Lippman and McCardle (1997) analyzed a
competitive newsboy (oligopoly) model. They analyzed the
situation where aggregate demand is allocated to ﬁrms
based on splitting rules. A splitting rule speciﬁes how initial
demand is allocated among competing ﬁrms before the
demand is realized and how any excess demand is allocated
among ﬁrms with remaining inventory after the demand is
realized. They examined the relationship between equilibrium inventory levels of competing ﬁrms and the demand
splitting rules and provided conditions under which there is
a unique equilibrium. Another study also considered the
inventory-based competition between multiple suppliers
sharing demand and the demand is split according to an
allocation rule (Elahi et al., 2003). This demand-splitting
rule that allocates demand to each supplier based on the
amount of inventory each holds is referred to as a stockproportional scheme. This scheme deﬁnes a symmetric
game situation where both players have incentives to
compete, but competition turns out to be inferior to both
cooperating.
In this study, the horizontal interaction between
manufacturers in a two-manufacturer one-retailer SC
system is considered. VMI management and the stockproportional demand allocation rule are used to generate
an inventory-based game between two manufacturers.
Multiple manufacturers sharing the same market is a very
common SC structure, characterizing a more general multisource SC that has great potential to improve system
efﬁciency and service compared to a single-source SC. This
structure provides a realistic and yet relatively simple
context to examine how individual’s reliance on automation and sharing automation-related information may
inﬂuence the dynamics of cooperation between SC
members.
3. Information sharing and types of automation in SC
Information sharing is an important factor that inﬂuences the level of cooperation in SCM. Information sharing
generally describes situations where SC partners exchange
SCM-related data such as current order and production
status as well as plans and forecasts. Many studies have
compared situations with information sharing to those
with no or limited sharing (Gavirneni et al., 1999; Huang et
al., 2003; Lee and Whang, 2000; Sahin and Robinson,
2002). The general ﬁnding is that information sharing is
beneﬁcial to all SC members especially the upstream ones.
A few studies have explored the effect of information
sharing on horizontal cooperation in SCs (Li, 2002;
Raghunathan, 2003; Zhang, 2002). However, these studies
considered the horizontal cooperation between two SCs
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and the vertical information sharing between upstream and
downstream SC members within each SC. How horizontal
information sharing inﬂuences the horizontal cooperation
in itself merits attention. Also, most studies consider only
information such as inventory, production schedule,
orders, sales, or forecasts. Little research has explored the
role of sharing automation-related information in SCs.
This study investigates how sharing automation-related
information inﬂuences cooperation.
Automation can be categorized into four types according
to the nature of its function: information acquisition,
information analysis, decision and action selection, and
action implementation (Parasuraman et al., 2000). These
categories also apply to SC automation. Automation of
information acquisition senses and registers input data. An
example is Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software.
One function provided by ERP is to collect input data from
various SC members and then make the information
accessible to all. Automation of information analysis
involves data inference and prediction. A forecasting
system that records history demand and applies a model
to make a demand forecast would be an example of such
automation. Automation of decision and action selection
involves hypotheses generation and selection from among
decision alternatives. Decision support systems such as
advanced planning and scheduling (APS) are examples that
can produce detailed production schedules and make
inventory planning decisions based on input data. Automation of action implementation refers to the actual
execution of the action. Some widely used action automation in SCs includes manufacturing execution systems,
transportation execution, and warehouse management
systems. In practice, automated systems in SC generally
encompass more than one function. For instance, ERP not
only collects input data but also makes decisions for
inventory planning.
As automation becomes more prevalent in SCM, the
performance of SC operations will depend more on whether
decision makers rely appropriately on automation. For
example, how appropriately the decision maker relies on the
forecasting decision support system to make a demand
forecast has critical implications for other decisions such as
production planning. The present study proposes that
inappropriate reliance on automation may inﬂuence SC
performance in two ways. First, inappropriate reliance on
automation can directly affect the SC performance in that
use of automation signiﬁcantly inﬂuences SC success.
Second, inappropriate reliance can lead to unintentional
competitive behavior, which undermines cooperation and
consequently the SC performance. Two types of automation-related information may improve SC performance:
information regarding the performance of the automation
and information regarding reliance on automation. Automation performance information reﬂects the capability of
the automation to achieve the operators’ goals. The
information regarding automation performance of other
SC members may help the decision maker assess the

capability of the automation and therefore rely on
automation more appropriately. As a consequence, an
unintentional competitive behavior is less likely to occur
due to improved reliance on automation. The information
regarding the other’s reliance on automation may help the
decision maker more precisely interpret the other’s intent to
cooperate or compete regardless of any speciﬁc behavior. In
this study, we will examine how sharing information
regarding the performance of automation and information
regarding the reliance on automation inﬂuences decision
makers’ reliance on automation as well as the dynamics of
cooperation with the simulation experiments.
4. A model of multi-operator multi-automation (MOMA)
A complex SC network can be regarded as a MOMA
system where multiple decision makers use multiple
elements of automation to manage the SC. An integrated
model of a MOMA system is developed to describe the
interaction between operators and automation as well as
the cooperation among multiple operators. The model
includes extended decision ﬁeld theory (EDFT) that
describes the dynamics of an individual operator’s trust
and reliance on automation and a game theoretic framework that describes the dynamics of cooperation between
operators. These components are integrated to describe
how reliance on automation inﬂuences cooperation and
how sharing different types of automation-related information inﬂuence cooperation.
The model will be described in the context of the twomanufacturer one-retailer SC introduced in Section 2. The
task for the decision maker is to ﬁrst set the target
inventory level of the retailer and then to make a
production planning decision based on the target inventory
and the demand forecast periodically (e.g., monthly). The
production planning decision consequently determines the
actual inventory level at the retailer. When the actual
demand is realized, the payoff is determined based on the
actual inventory levels of both manufacturers. There are
generally many elements of automation involved in this
process and only one, the forecasting system, is considered
in this study. It is assumed that the two manufacturers use
a similar forecasting system. In the following context, the
automation refers to the forecasting system and operators
refer to decision makers in each manufacturing unit of the
SC. Reliance on automation refers to whether the operator
uses the forecast suggested by the forecasting system
(automation) or his/her own judgmental forecast (manual
control). The appropriateness of use of automation refers
to whether the decision maker uses the forecast suggested
by the forecasting system when it is accurate and does not
use it when it is inaccurate.
4.1. Extended decision field theory (EDFT)
DFT provides a rigorous mathematical framework to
describe the deliberation process involved in making
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decisions under uncertainty (Busemeyer and Townsend,
1993). DFT differs from most decision-making approaches
by being stochastic and dynamic rather than deterministic
and static (Townsend and Busemeyer, 1995). However,
DFT only considers the time course of cognition (e.g.,
preference for alternative choices) preceding a single
decision, not the time course of multiple sequential
decisions in dynamic situations where sequential decisions
are interdependent. That is, DFT does not consider the
effect of previous decisions on the next decision in multiple
sequential decisions. Therefore, DFT was extended to
consider the multiple sequential decisions inherent in a
MOMA context (Gao and Lee, in press).
The focus of consideration here is the individual
operator who makes sequential decisions about whether
to rely on the automation (A) or use manual control (M).
The EDFT links the sequential decisions by dynamically
updating the operator’s belief in the automation (BA) or
manual control capability (BM) based on previous experiences, which guides the next decision. The operator’s belief
of automation, BA, is updated as (Gao and Lee, in press)
8
1
>
< BA ðn  1Þ þ b ðCPA ðn  1Þ  BA ðn  1ÞÞ;
if CPA ðn  1Þ is available;
(1)
BA ðnÞ ¼
>
: B ðn  1Þ; otherwise;
A
where b represents the level of transparency of the system
interface, describing how well the available information is
conveyed through the interface to the operator. The value
of b is equal to 1 (perfectly conveyed) or greater than 1
(poorly conveyed). CPA denotes the automation capability.
The same formula applies to update the operators’ belief in
manual control capability, BM, by replacing BA with BM
and CPA with CPM where CPM denotes the manual
control capability. The capability of a control (either A or
M) is deﬁned as the degree to which the control
accomplishes the target performance set by the user. This
capability varies over time. It is assumed that the
performance of a control is exclusively determined by the
capability of that particular control. Eq. (1) updates the
operator’s belief in automation or manual control capability using the previous performance of the control if this
performance information is available, and without any
update if the information is unavailable.
One of the key concepts in DFT is that the preference for
alternative choices evolves over time based on the
accumulated information (Busemeyer and Townsend,
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1993). A similar formula to the updating formula of
preference in DFT is applied to trust in automation (T) and
self-conﬁdence (SC) in EDFT (Gao and Lee, in press):
TðnÞ ¼ ð1  sÞTðn  1Þ þ sBA ðnÞ þ eðnÞ,

(2)

SCðnÞ ¼ ð1  sÞSCðn  1Þ þ sBM ðnÞ þ eðnÞ.

(3)

The parameter, s, is the growth–decay rate, representing
how strongly the current state depends on the past state.
The noise term e has normal distribution Nð0; s2 Þ,
representing the uncertainty of trust or self-conﬁdence.
The initial values of T and SC, Tð0Þ and SC(0), are
assumed to be equal and are referred to as z. The
preference (PR) for A over M is deﬁned as the difference
between trust in automation and self-conﬁdence (Gao and
Lee, in press):
PRðnÞ ¼ TðnÞ  SCðnÞ.

(4)

The model predicts that, for the period n, the operator
will choose to rely on automation when PRðnÞ evolves
beyond yþ , to use manual control when PRðnÞ evolves
below y ( ¼ y+), and repeat the previous choice when
PRðnÞ is between y and yþ . The inhibitory threshold, yþ
(or y+), deﬁnes the minimum difference between trust
and self-conﬁdence needed to transition from automation
to manual control or vice versa. Table 1 summarizes the
meaning of each parameter and the values used in this
study.
The inputs of the EDFT model are CPA and CPM and
the output is the operator’s decision to use automation or
manual control, that is, the reliance on automation. By
comparing the reliance on automation with the corresponding values of CPA and CPM, the appropriateness of
the use of the automation can be derived. Reliance
on automation when CPM is greater than CPA is
inappropriate.
This dynamic model of trust, self-conﬁdence, and
reliance replicates several empirical phenomena including
the tendency of operators to adopt an all-or-none reliance
strategy and the inertia of trust and reliance (Gao and Lee,
in press). EDFT provides a well-deﬁned computational
structure to operationalize the conceptual model of trust,
self-conﬁdence, and reliance on automation (Lee and See,
2004). Fig. 1 shows how this model describes the dynamic
closed-loop relationship between the context and the
operator’s decision to rely on automation.

Table 1
Summary of parameters for EDFT model
Parameter

Meaning

Value

b
z
s
s2
y

Level of transparency of the system interface, accounting for how much the latest experience affects the belief
Initial value of trust (or self-conﬁdence)
Growth-decay rate, representing how strongly the current state depends on the past state
Variance of the noise term, e, representing the uncertainty of trust (or self-conﬁdence)
Decision threshold, accounting for speed-accuracy tradeoff effect

1
ðCPA ð1Þ þ CPM ð1ÞÞ=2
0.8
0.05
2s
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Fig. 1. Conceptual model of EDFT for operators’ reliance on automation.

4.2. Game theoretic framework
A critical element of ﬂow management concerns the
cooperative or competitive strategies adopted by the
operators. Game Theory (GT) provides a useful formalism
to investigate the dynamics of cooperative relationships
(von Neumann and Morgenstern, 1944). GT has become
an essential tool in the analysis of SCM systems in which
multiple agents have conﬂicting objectives (Narasimhan
and Mahapatra, 2004). A recent review of GT applications
in SCM surveys the types of games explored by these
studies (Cachon and Netessine, 2004). Games can be
categorized based on different attributes. For instance,
games can be classiﬁed into strictly cooperative, strictly
competitive, or mixed motive games. The players’ preferences among the outcomes are identical in strictly
cooperative games (i.e., pure coordination games), diametrically opposed in strictly competitive games (i.e., zerosum games), and neither identical nor diametrically
opposed in mixed motive game (i.e., non-zero-sum games)
(Colman, 1982). Games can also be categorized into static
or dynamic games according to whether they are ‘one-shot’
or iterated games. A game can also have complete or
incomplete information depending on whether the set of
strategies and payoffs are known to each player. The
concept of complete or incomplete information can be
applied to any game, but the concept of perfect or
imperfect information is applied only to iterated games.
An iterated game can be considered to have perfect or
imperfect information depending on whether a player
knows exactly what decisions other players have made up
to that point. Most applications of GT to SCs have focused
on static games (‘one-shot’ games) as well as on games
with complete and perfect information (Cachon and
Netessine, 2004).
The two-manufacturer one-retailer SC system described
in Section 2 generates a mixed motive game between
manufacturers (i.e., one with both common and conﬂicting
interests). It is a dynamic game situation (i.e., iterated)

Table 2
Payoff matrix expected by both manufacturers (forecasting ¼ 100 units)
Manufacturer 2

Manufacturer 1

Cooperate (C)
Compete (D)

Cooperate (C)

Compete (D)

R, R (50, 50)
T, S (57, 38)

S, T (38, 57)
P, P (45, 45)

R: reward; P: punishment; T: temptation; S: sucker, standard terms used
in PD

because the two manufacturers decide to compete or
cooperate over multiple periods. More speciﬁcally, it is a
time-dependent iterated game because many variables in
SCs, such as demand, vary over time. Due to time
dependency, given the same set of choices by two
manufacturers regarding whether to cooperate or compete,
the set of payoffs calculated based on the combined choices
will be different in different periods.
A payoff matrix in GT shows what payoff each player
will receive, depending on the combined choices of all
players. In a game of two players, two choices, cooperate
(C) or defect (D), intersect to create four outcomes, each
with a designated payoff: R denotes the reward for mutual
cooperation, P the punishment for mutual defection, T the
temptation to defect, and S the sucker’s payoff. It is deﬁned
that, when T4R4P4S and 2R4T þ S, the game is a
Prisoners’ Dilemma (PD) game, a well-known mixedmotive game in which two prisoners can either compete
and confess or cooperate and not confess (Davis, 1983).
Table 2 shows an example of the payoff matrix of a PD
game. The left number in each cell represents the payoff for
player 1 and the right number represents the payoff for
player 2 for each of four outcomes. In conventional GT, a
player is faced with a set of choices he can make and will
choose a best response to other players’ actions. When the
best responses of all players are in accordance with each
other, a so-called ‘Nash Equilibrium’ will be reached
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(Nash, 1950). With a payoff matrix such as the one shown
in Table 2, when playing only one game, it is clear that the
best response to each player is to compete regardless of the
opponent’s choice. However, when both players choose to
compete, the outcome is worse for both players, called
Pareto-inferior (to mutual cooperation) in GT. Thus the
type of game situation demonstrated in Table 2 represents
a PD game where both players competing constitutes the
Nash equilibrium, from which neither player has incentive
to change unilaterally.
In terms of the payoff matrix, the time-dependent
iterated game considered in the present study has different
payoff matrices in different periods. Furthermore, different
manufacturers might have different payoff matrices in the
same period. For example, different demand forecasts will
generate different payoff matrices. When the payoff matrix
is not known to both manufacturers, the game becomes
one of incomplete information. Each manufacturer can
only infer the other’s choice to cooperate or to compete
based on their interpretation of the other’s previous
behavior, which might not fully reﬂect the other’s true
intent. Therefore, this situation is an iterated game of
imperfect information.
In this simulation study, the game between two
manufacturers becomes a PD game with the following
characteristics. First, the manufacturers are free to set their
target inventory level and incur inventory holding costs
individually. Because the inventory located at the retailer
directly satisﬁes customer demand, the manufacturer who
holds more inventory than the other shares a larger
proportion of the demand or market. Therefore, each
manufacturer’s target inventory level indicates his intent to
cooperate or compete. To represent this SCM behavior as a
PD game, setting the target inventory level at 50% or less
of the expected demand represents cooperation (C) and
setting the target inventory level at 75% or above of the
expected demand represents competition with intent to
defect (D). Seventy-ﬁve percent was chosen to deﬁne
competition so that the payoff of the cooperation or
competition could be clearly distinguished. Second, the
cost parameters also inﬂuence the game structure. The
proﬁt earned per unit product sold (r) and the inventory
cost per unit product per time period (h) are ﬁxed: r ¼ 1
and h ¼ 0:2r. The ratio of the inventory cost to the unit
proﬁt determines the nature of the game. Simulation results
based on the proposed model show that the game is a PD
game only when the ratio is between 0 and 0.65, and so
50% and 75% of the expected demand are used to deﬁne
cooperation and competition. The external demand is given
as a constant of 100 units. Table 2 shows the expected
payoff matrix for the period when both manufacturers
have accurate demand forecasts (other factors inﬂuencing
the inventory level are not considered). Although the
expected payoff matrix, which deﬁnes the incentive to
cooperate and compete, might be different for different
periods because of different demand forecasts, the basic
structure of the payoff matrix remains that of a PD game.
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4.3. A model of cooperation dynamics
An iterated Prisoners’ Dilemma (IPD) is the most
frequently used framework for studying the evolution of
cooperation among selﬁsh agents when there is a shortterm temptation to cheat (Dawkins, 1988; Sigmund, 1993;
Smith, 1982). GT approaches have been used to describe
the dynamics of cooperation in the IPD games. As
introduced previously, conventional GT assumes that
players always choose a best response to other players’
actions to maximize their individual expected payoffs. That
is, players’ forward-looking rationality is one of the most
important assumptions of GT. However, choices that
should be made according to GT have little resemblance
to actual decision making (Macy and Flache, 2002).
Experimental evidence has shown that GT cannot explain
the data because human decision makers do not follow its
rational prescriptions (Colman, 1995; Foddy et al., 1999;
Ledyard, 1995; Simon, 1992). Assumptions of rationality
become particularly problematic in games in which
individuals have only partial control over the outcomes
because expected payoff maximization is undeﬁned in the
absence of assumptions about how the other participants
will behave (Colman, 2003). In addition, the Nash
equilibrium, the main solution concept in conventional
GT, provides indeterminate choice between equilibriums
when a game has multiple equilibriums and therefore
cannot describe the dynamics by which a population of
players moves from one equilibrium to another (Colman,
2003; Macy and Flache, 2002).
These limitations of conventional GT, along with concerns
about the cognitive demands of forward-looking rationality,
have motivated efforts to explore backward-looking alternatives to understand human decision making in a game
situation. Learning-based describes human decision-making
behavior in iterated game situations (Colman, 2003;
Gutnisky and Zanutto, 2004; Macy, 1991; Macy and Flache,
2002). Conventional GT adopts an analytical approach,
which assumes that players have sufﬁcient cognitive capacity
to make accurate predictions about the payoffs of the
different decisions; learning theory makes assumptions more
consistent with the cognitive capacity of the agents by
assuming that they base these predictions on experience and
induction rather than logic and deduction (Macy and Flache,
2002). A substantial proportion of behavior observed in
experimental IPD games has been cooperative, which cannot
be predicted by strict rationality in conventional GT
(Andreoni and Miller, 1993; Cooper et al., 1996; Selten
and Stoecker, 1986). For example, an equilibrium of mutual
cooperation is typically observed. Experimental evidence has
shown that learning might contribute to greater cooperation
and to equilibrium of mutual cooperation in IPD games
(Lew et al., 2001; Stephens et al., 2002). On the basis of this
evidence, a learning-based approach is chosen to model the
dynamics of cooperation.
Reinforcement learning describes decision making in
IPD, where behavior adapts to payoffs over time. Rewards
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associated with a choice generate a tendency to repeat that
choice (even if other choices might have higher rewards);
punishments associated with a choice generate a tendency
to avoid that choice and switch to alternative choices (even
if alternative choices have the potential to be even worse).
Macy and Flache (2002) applied reinforcement learning to
a game situation, in which the payoff associated with a
choice was evaluated as satisfactory or unsatisfactory
relative to an aspiration level, AL. The aspiration level,
AL, can be interpreted as the expected payoff when
behavioral propensities are uninformed by prior experience, such that the possibility of each of four payoffs is
equal. Whether the payoff is satisfactory or unsatisfactory
is indicated by the stimulus sa;t (a 2 fC; Dg), which is
calculated as (Macy and Flache, 2002)
pa;t  AL
,
max½jT  ALj; jR  ALj; jP  ALj; jS  ALj
a 2 fC; Dg,
sa;t ¼

ð5Þ

where pa;t is the actual payoff associated with choice a for
period t. Considering an IPD game with the payoff matrix
as shown in Table 2 where the four possible payoffs are R,
P, T, and S, a simple and reasonable estimate of the
aspiration level is the average of the four payoffs (Macy
and Flache, 2002):
AL ¼ ðT þ R þ P þ S Þ=4.

(6)

sa;t ð1psa;t p1Þ represents a positive or negative stimulus,
corresponding to rewards or punishments associated with
the choice taken. The probability of taking the associated
choice is updated based on the rewards and punishments
experienced (Macy and Flache, 2002).
4.3.1. Extension of reinforcement learning theory
The choice determined by the probability in the
reinforcement learning theory produces an oscillation
between cooperation and competition that slowly reaches
mutual cooperation (Macy and Flache, 2002). In the
present study, we use a similar concept of preference and
threshold from EDFT described in Section 4.1 to
determine the player’s choice to cooperate or compete.
This produces less variable cooperation dynamics, which is
more consistent with the empirical results.
Similar to how the preference and a threshold determine
whether a decision is made in EDFT, the decision of
selecting a particular choice (C or D) is determined by the
evolving preference and a threshold in the present study.
The player’s preference of cooperation (C) over competition (D) for period t+1, PRC=D;tþ1 , is calculated as
PRC=D;tþ1
(
ð1  lÞ PRC=D;t þ lsa;t
¼
ð1  lÞ PRC=D;t  lsa;t ;
where a 2 fC; Dg

ifat ¼ C;
if at ¼ D;
ð7Þ

where PRC=D;t is the preference at the previous period, t,
and l is the learning rate (0olo1). The preference at the
ﬁrst period, PRC=D;1 , represents the player’s initial
tendency to cooperate or to compete, without experiencing
any payoffs from choices. An intermediate value of
learning rate, l ¼ 0:5, is selected because it has been widely
used (Macy and Flache, 2002). An unbiased initial
preference, PRC=D;1 ¼ 0, is also used. The updating rule
of the preference shows that exposure to a positive stimulus
when selecting C or exposure to a negative stimulus when
selecting D will increase the preference of C over D,
otherwise, it will decrease the preference.
The preference is updated over time for the iterated
game. The player will choose C over D when the preference
evolves beyond a threshold, yþ
C=D (upper threshold), will
choose D over C when the preference evolves below y
C=D
(lower threshold), and will repeat the previous choice when
þ
the preference is between y
C=D and yC=D . The level of the
threshold can reﬂect a player’s willingness to cooperate or

to compete. A lower level of yþ
C=D or yC=D will be used to
represent the situation where people are more willing to

cooperate compared with a higher level of yþ
C=D or yC=D .
For each period, the model’s output is a prediction of an
operator’s choice regarding the decision to cooperate or
compete as the output. Fig. 2 summarizes the dynamic
closed-loop relationship between each operator’s decision
to cooperate or compete and the actual behavior of both
operators.
4.4. Integrated model
Fig. 3 shows the integrated model of a MOMA system,
which consists of a model of EDFT and a game theoretic
model of cooperation dynamics. The two models are
integrated in such a way that the output of the EDFT
model is also the input of the cooperation model. This
integrated model will be described in the context of a twomanufacturer one-retailer SC system using the automation
of forecasting systems.
As shown in Fig. 3, the model of EDFT illustrates how
an individual operator relies on automation. Trust in
automation guides reliance on automation and therefore
inﬂuences the associated task performance. The performance will then inﬂuence the trust and reliance in the next
period in a closed-loop fashion. Inappropriate use of the
forecasting system will generate inaccurate forecasts. When
the actual demand is realized and the forecasting performance is observed, operators can adjust their trust and
reliance on the forecasting system for the next period.
The output of the EDFT model, reliance on automation,
becomes the input to the cooperation model. The
operators’ intent to cooperate or to compete is deﬁned by
the target inventory level, which can be described in terms
of the percentage of the forecasted demand (i.e., 50% or
75%). However, the actual inventory level, which can be
described in terms of the percentage of the actual demand,
might deviate from the target level. The magnitude of the
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Fig. 2. Conceptual model of cooperation dynamics for two players (operators).
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Fig. 3. Integrated model of a multi-operator multi-automation system.

deviation depends on many factors, in addition to
intention, such as the accuracy of demand forecasts.
Such accuracy depends in turn on the appropriateness of
the operators’ reliance on the forecasting system. That is,
the actual inventory level might not reﬂect their intent if
they rely on the automation inappropriately. For example,
one player chooses to cooperate and sets his target
inventory be 50% of the demand. His forecast of the total
demand is 150 units, leading to a production of 75 units.

The actual demand turns out to be 100 units. As a result,
this player’s actual inventory level turns out to be 75% of
the total demand, which appears to be competitive
behavior.
In the model, the actual inventory level is determined by
the target inventory level and the capability associated with
the selected control mode (A or M). Speciﬁcally, the actual
inventory (InvActual) is calculated by adding a noise term
(eInv) to the target inventory (InvTarget) where the standard
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deviation of the noise term (sInv) is inversely proportional
to the capability being used (CPIn use):
InvActual ¼ InvTarget þ eInv ; eInv ð0; s2Inv Þ,
sInv ¼ bð1  CPIn use Þ,

ð8Þ

where CPIn use (0pCPIn use o1) is derived based on proﬁles
of CPA and CPM and the chosen control mode predicted
by the EDFT model. The factor b is set to deﬁne the scale
of noise.
Like the EDFT model, the model of cooperation also
works in a closed-loop fashion. Speciﬁcally, one operator’s
intention or decision to cooperate or to compete is
inﬂuenced by his/her previous performance in terms of
payoff. Their decision then inﬂuences their behavior and
payoff for the next period. However, two important
mechanisms govern cooperation. First, the appearance of
cooperation/competition behavior is inﬂuenced by the
forecasting performance associated with the reliance on
automation, in addition to the actual intention to
cooperate or compete. Second, one operator’s intent to
cooperate or to compete is also determined by his/her trust
in the other operator, which is inﬂuenced in part by his/her
perceived intent of the other, in addition to the payoff
realized from the previous period.
The two mechanisms that govern cooperation provide
opportunities to promote cooperation by sharing information. Two types of automation-related information—
performance of automation and reliance on automation—can be shared to enhance cooperation. In the use
of forecasting systems, the operator can choose one
forecasting model from different types of models and can
set parameters as well as factors to generate a forecast.
Then the operator has to decide whether to actually rely on
the particular forecast suggested by the chosen model. That
is, even when a particular model is chosen, the suggested
forecast may not be relied on if the operator does not agree
with it. Provided with the same forecasting system, the
operators at two manufacturers might choose different
forecasting models and then rely on the chosen model
differently.
It is hypothesized that sharing the performance of the
automation will improve operators’ reliance on it and
therefore make their behavior reﬂect their intention to
cooperate/compete more precisely. The performance of
automation is the degree to which the forecast of the
automation matches the actual demand. Sharing such
information will allow the operator to gather more
information regarding the performance of different forecasting models and help calibrate the operator’s trust in the
forecasting models. The improved accuracy in forecasting
will reduce unintentional competitive behavior (e.g., excess
inventory due to an inaccurate demand forecast).
It is also hypothesized that sharing information about
reliance on automation will lead to a more precise
interpretation of the other’s intent to cooperate or compete
and therefore prevent competitive behavior induced by

misinterpretation. The reliance on automation represents
the degree to which the operator actually uses the forecast
suggested by the selected model to generate the ﬁnal
forecast. This shared information will help the operator to
infer the other’s intent—competitive behavior initiated by
the automation may not reﬂect competitive intent on the
part of the operator. For this reason, information
regarding reliance on automation may lead to a more
charitable interpretation of the intent of the other when a
competitive behavior is observed. For example, knowing
that the other operator over-relied on the forecast
suggested by a particular model (higher demand forecast
as a consequence) may prevent an automatic interpretation
of the excess inventory as indicating an intent to compete.
A more favorable interpretation of the other’s intent
may enhance trust in the other and therefore promote
cooperation.
Sharing these two types of information can be implemented independently. That is, the performance of the
automation can be shared without information regarding
the other operator’s reliance on the automation. Similarly,
sharing information about the reliance on automation can
be achieved without providing information regarding the
performance of automation.
5. Simulation experiments
Two simulation experiments were conducted with the
combined EDFT and cooperation model to investigate
how inappropriate reliance and sharing automation-related
information inﬂuence cooperation. Experiment 1 directly
evaluates the effect of inappropriate reliance on cooperation with the hypothesis that inappropriate reliance will
trigger competitive behavior. Experiment 2 examines the
effects of different types of information sharing on
cooperation with three hypotheses: (1) sharing information
regarding the performance of the automation will promote
more appropriate reliance and induce a greater degree of
cooperation; (2) sharing information regarding the other
operator’s reliance on automation will promote cooperation; and (3) sharing information regarding both the
performance of and reliance on the automation will
interact to increase cooperation.
5.1. Model settings
For the EDFT model, the inputs are the proﬁles of CPA
and CPM and the output is the reliance on automation of
an individual operator. The output from the EDFT model
then becomes the input for the cooperation model.
Speciﬁcally, the reliance on automation determines the
actual target level and the payoffs, based on Eqs. (5)–(7) in
the model of cooperation. This model then predicts the
operator’s decision to cooperate or compete as the output.
Each simulation run predicts a pair of operator’s reliance
on automation and their cooperation with each other for
each of 50 sequential trials. Different simulation runs use
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different sets of random numbers for the noise terms in
Eqs. (2) and (3) to represent different pairs of simulated
operators. A total of 1000 pairs are used. The output, the
probability of cooperation that indicates the level of
cooperation for an operator at each trial, is calculated as
the percentage of cooperating operators out of the 1000
simulated operators during that trial. In terms of simulation, a probability of cooperation of 80% at trial n means
that 80% of 1000 simulation runs predict the operator will
cooperate and 20% of the runs predict the operator will
compete. The operators start with an equal probability for
either cooperation or competition.
The proﬁles of CPA and CPM are pre-deﬁned. The solid
and dashed lines on the top of Fig. 4 demonstrate the
scaled proﬁles of CPA and CPM, where the drop in
automation capability characterizes the occurrence of
faults. A scale of 0 to 1 is used to describe the capability
level, with 0 representing minimum capability and 1
representing maximum capability. The manual capability
(CPM ¼ 0:8) remains the same and the automation
capability (CPA) varies over trials. The periodically
declining capability of automation (CPA ¼ 0:4) is used to
represent automation faults. These values of CPA and CPM
are chosen to represent a reasonable situation in which
automation outperforms manual control when functioning
normally, but is inferior to manual control when automation faults occur. It is assumed that automation capability
(CPA) is available to the operators only when automation
is used and that manual control capability (CPM) is always
available.
In determining the actual inventory, b ¼ 50 is used in
Eq. (8). Consequently, the actual inventory equals the
target inventory when automation used is under normal
condition ðCPIn use ¼ 1Þ. The actual inventory ﬂuctuates
around the target with a standard deviation of 30 units
when automation used is experiencing faulty condition
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Fig. 4. Cooperation dynamics with perfect and imperfect use of
automation. Note: 1: fault; 2: near post-fault normal; 3: middle post-fault
normal; and 4: far post-fault normal.
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(CPInuse ¼ 0:4). The actual inventory ﬂuctuates around the
target with a standard deviation of 10 units when manual
control is used ðCPIn use ¼ 0:8Þ. In both experiments, the
cooperation results are shown for only one operator in a
pair because the two operators have quite similar results
due to the symmetry of the model.
5.2. Experiment 1: effect of inappropriate use of automation
on cooperation
5.2.1. Experimental design
Experiment 1 uses a mixed between and within-subjects
design. The between-subject variable has three levels
deﬁned by the appropriateness of the reliance on automation. The level of appropriateness of reliance is calculated
by the percentage of time the operator relies on the control
mode (A or M) with the higher capability. The three
conditions deﬁned by levels of appropriateness of reliance
are: 0% appropriate (i.e., the control mode with a lower
capability is relied on in every trial), the appropriateness
associated with the reliance predicted by the EDFT model,
and 100% appropriate (i.e., the control mode with a higher
capability is relied on in every trial). The reliability proﬁle
represents the within-subject variable and consists of four
levels of situation: during fault and then three blocks of
trials increasingly removed from the fault. The second
within-subject variable deﬁnes the ﬁrst and second
occurrence of the fault. The primary dependent variable
is the simulated operator’s cooperation decision (1 to
cooperate or 0 to compete) in each of 50 trials. There is no
shared information in Experiment 1.
The 50 trials are divided into 10 blocks with each block
being 5 trials long. Four situations are particularly of
interest because of their timing relative to the occurrence of
automation faults: fault situations (blocks 3 and 7), near
post-fault normal situations (blocks 4 and 8), middle postfault normal situations (blocks 5 and 9), and far post-fault
normal situations (blocks 6 and 10). The pattern reﬂected
in blocks 3–6 is repeated in blocks 7–10. The data were
aggregated for each block to transfer the binary values of
the cooperation variable to continuous values. The data in
blocks 3–10 were analyzed to focus on the fault and postfault normal situations.
5.2.2. Simulation results
A 3 (appropriateness of reliance)  4 (situations)  2
(repetition) repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed. The cooperation probabilities for the
groups with 0% appropriate reliance, reliance by EDFT,
and 100% appropriate reliance are 18.9%, 26.9%, and
79.6%, F ð2; 2997Þ ¼ 9857:73, po0:0001. The cooperation
probabilities in the fault, near post-fault, middle post-fault,
and far post-fault normal situations are 48.3%, 27.1%,
43.5%, and 48.3%, F ð3; 8991Þ ¼ 1120:23, po0:0001. Cooperation increases as the time since the fault increases.
The increased cooperation in the post-fault situations
reﬂects the reinforcement learning mechanism of the
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cooperation model. The cooperation probability in the
near post-fault normal situation is particularly low
compared to other situations. This is because the operator’s trust and reliance on automation has inertia and the
effect of the inappropriate reliance associated with the
automation faults on cooperation is delayed. The cooperation probabilities in blocks 3–6 and in blocks 7–10 are
42.7% and 40.9%, F ð1; 2997Þ ¼ 36:26, po0:0001. The
slightly greater cooperation in blocks 3–6 might be due to
the fact that the cooperation probability for the case of
reliance predicted by EDFT is still relatively high during
the fault situation in blocks 3–6 because of the inertia of
the reliance, as seen in Fig. 4.
The interaction between the appropriateness of reliance
and situations is signiﬁcant, F ð6; 8991Þ ¼ 687:97,
po0:0001. The cooperation drops more dramatically after
the fault occurs but recovers to 100% cooperation sooner
with 100% appropriate reliance compared to with less
appropriate reliance. The case of 100% appropriate
reliance minimizes the effect of inappropriate reliance on
cooperation. The interaction between the appropriateness
of reliance and repetition is signiﬁcant, F ð2; 2997Þ ¼ 66:77,
po0:0001. The greater cooperation seen in blocks 3–6 than
in blocks 7–10 is particularly signiﬁcant for the reliance
predicted by EDFT, in which the cooperation is close to
100% before the ﬁrst automation fault and does not
recover to the same high level afterwards within the postfault normal situations. The interaction between the
situation and repetition is signiﬁcant, F ð3; 8991Þ ¼ 44:03,
po0:0001. The greater cooperation in blocks 3–6 than in
blocks 7–10 is only observed for the fault situation.
Fig. 4 shows the proﬁles of cooperation for the three
levels of appropriateness. In the Pre-fault normal situations
(blocks 1 and 2), operators with 100% appropriate reliance
quickly learn to cooperate. That is, a pair of operators
quickly reaches mutual cooperation (they have similar
cooperation proﬁles). In contrast, when the appropriateness is less than 100%, mutual cooperation is less likely. In
the worst case, with 0% appropriate reliance, the
probability of cooperation quickly drops and ﬂuctuates
around 20% thereafter.
5.2.3. Discussion
Cooperation drops dramatically after the automation
fails. This drop in cooperation can be explained in the
context of the game scenario described previously. The
operators’ desired contribution to the actual demand
depends on their forecasted demand. If the operator’s
desired contribution is 50%, reﬂecting an intention to
cooperate, and the forecasted demand is higher than actual
demand, the contribution will be greater than 50%,
signifying unintentionally competitive behavior. Operators
with 100% appropriate use of automation and their
forecasts more precisely match the actual demand. Those
with 0% appropriateness choose the less capable control
mode option, leading to less precise forecasts and greater
competitive behavior. Operators with appropriateness

predicted by the EDFT model also compete because they
sometimes choose the more capable control mode and
sometimes the less capable control mode option. The
cooperation of operators with 100% appropriate reliance
recovers relatively quickly after the faults pass, and
operators with reliance predicted by the EDFT model are
much less likely to recover.
5.3. Experiment 2: influence of sharing automation-related
information on cooperation
5.3.1. Experimental design
Experiment 2 uses a mixed between and within subject
design. The within-subject conditions deﬁne the proﬁle of
the automation failure and are the same as those in
Experiment 1. Two between-subject factors deﬁne the four
between-subject conditions: sharing information of automation performance and sharing reliance on automation.
Table 3 lists the four conditions and describes how they
were implemented within the model. When two operators
share information regarding automation performance,
CPA(n1) will be available to update the BA(n) of one
operator (see Eq. (1)) when the other operator is using
automation. When sharing information about reliance on

automation, the original levels of yþ
C=D ( ¼ +0.2) and yC=D
( ¼ 0.2) will be lowered by 25% (i.e., 0.05). Speciﬁcally,

þ
yþ
C=D ¼ þ0:15 and yC=D ¼ 0:25 replace yC=D ¼ þ0:2 and

yC=D ¼ 0:2. Because the shared information regarding the
other’s reliance will most likely make a difference when the
other’s reliance is not appropriate, the thresholds will be
lowered only during the trials when the other operator uses

automation inappropriately. A lower level of yþ
C=D or yC=D
corresponds to the situation where people are more willing
to cooperate when compared to a higher level of yþ
C=D or
y
.
Therefore,
such
a
setting
is
used
to
characterize
the
C=D
situation where the operator generates a more charitable
interpretation of the other’s intent to cooperate or
compete. The reliance on automation predicted from
EDFT is used in Experiment 2.
5.3.2. Simulation results
A 2 (sharing automation performance)  2 (sharing
reliance on automation)  4 (situations)  2 (repetition)
repeated-measures ANOVA was performed. The main
and two-way interaction effects of four situations and
Table 3
Experiment 2: Four conditions deﬁned by two factors
Reliance on automation

Automation performance

Not sharing
Sharing

Not sharing

Sharing

1
2

3
4

Sharing automation performance is set by EDFT model, CPA(n1) is
available; sharing reliance on automation is set by Cooperation model,

lower yþ
C=D and yC=D by 25%.
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between sharing performance and repetition is not signiﬁcant. Fig. 6 compares the cooperation proﬁles with sharing
only reliance on automation to those without sharing any
information. The effect of the shared information is more
signiﬁcant when the operators use automation less appropriately. A greater level of improvement in cooperation is
observed in post-fault normal situations. The automation
faults lead to inappropriate reliance on automation, which
can cause more competition.
The interaction between sharing performance and
sharing reliance is not signiﬁcant, F ð1; 3996Þ ¼ 1:69,
p ¼ 0:19. Fig. 7 shows that sharing both types of
information simply increases the level of cooperation more

Probability of cooperation, %

repetition on cooperation are similar to those in Experiment 1 and will not be discussed. The main effect of sharing
each type of information on cooperation and the associated
interaction effects are reported.
The cooperation probabilities are 33.3% and 37.1%
without and with sharing of automation performance
information, F ð1; 3996Þ ¼ 57:43, po0:0001. The interaction between the sharing of automation performance and
the four situations is signiﬁcant, F ð1; 12000Þ ¼ 18:92,
po0:0001. The cooperation probabilities for the four
situations are 44.5%, 26.5%, 28.0%, and 34.1% for the
sharing automation performance condition and are 48.3%,
27.2%, 30.9%, and 41.9% for the not-sharing condition.
Sharing automation performance improves the cooperation more in the middle and most in the far post-fault
compared to the near post-fault normal situations. The
interaction between sharing performance and repetition is
signiﬁcant, F ð1; 3996Þ ¼ 7:93, p ¼ 0:0049. The improvement in cooperation is less in blocks 3–6 than in blocks
7–10. Fig. 5 shows the effect of sharing automation
performance on cooperation. The error bars depict a
95% conﬁdence interval of the mean of binary values of
cooperation. The effect of improvement is more evident in
the post-fault normal situations as shown in Fig. 5. The
cooperation recovers more rapidly when the information is
shared in post-fault normal situations.
The cooperation probabilities are 29.1% and 41.3%
without and with sharing information on reliance on
automation, F ð1; 3996Þ ¼ 598:38, po0:0001. The interaction between sharing reliance and the four situations is
signiﬁcant, F ð1; 12000Þ ¼ 4:41, p ¼ 0:0042. The cooperation
probabilities for the four situations are 41.2%, 20.1%,
22.9%, and 32.2% for the sharing reliance condition and
51.6%, 33.7%, 36.0%, and 43.9% for the not-sharing
condition. Sharing performance improves cooperation most
in the near post-fault normal situations. The interaction
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than sharing either alone. The model shows that sharing
these two types of information inﬂuences cooperation in an
additive manner.
Fig. 8 shows the improvement in cooperation when
sharing information (performance, reliance, or both)
compared to not sharing any information trial by trial. It
demonstrates that the effect of sharing each type of
information on cooperation varies over different situations.
Sharing automation performance has relatively less
effect on cooperation in the fault and near post-fault
situations and starts to improve the cooperation more in
the middle and far post-fault situations. This is due to
the fact that sharing performance improves cooperation by
improving operators’ appropriate reliance on automation
and the inertia of reliance delays the effect of sharing
performance on cooperation until the middle and far
post-fault situations. Sharing reliance improves cooperation by the greatest percentage in the near post-fault
situation. The reason why the relative improvement is less
in fault situations is that the inappropriate reliance
on automation associated with the automation fault has
such a signiﬁcant impact on cooperation right after the
fault occurs so that even sharing information has relatively
little effect on cooperation. An explanation for the
relatively smaller effect on cooperation in the middle and
far post-fault situations is that the learning effect (i.e.,
operators tend to cooperate more over time) is less
signiﬁcant when the cooperation probability becomes
greater.
5.3.3. Discussion
The improved cooperation between operators that
results from sharing automation performance can be
explained by the effect of sharing such information on
the operator’s reliance on automation. Fig. 9 shows the
time-varying distribution of operators’ reliance on auto-
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Fig. 8. Comparison of relative percentages of improvement of cooperation. Note: 1: fault; 2: near post-fault normal; 3: middle post-fault normal;
and 4: far post-fault normal.

Fig. 9. Distribution of reliance.

mation predicted by the EDFT model. The proportion of
reliance, with a scale of 0–1, is evenly divided into 10 bins
to signify 10 levels of reliance. Each level represents the
proportion of time spent in automatic control during each
trial (e.g., 0.2 represents 20% of time spent in automatic
control). The probability, with a scale of 0–100, is
calculated from the percentage of simulated operators
who adopted each of the 10 levels of reliance for each trial.
Similar to Fig. 4, Fig. 9 demonstrates the scaled proﬁles of
CPA and CPM on the vertical surface. Fig. 9 shows that
when sharing automation performance, more operators
return to automatic control when the automation returns
to normal during trials 16–30 and 36–50. That is, sharing
automation performance information leads operators to
rely on the automation more appropriately. However,
when automation returns to normal and outperforms
manual control, the operators are more likely to keep
using manual control because of the inertia of their trust in
automation and self-conﬁdence. Reliance is more appropriate because the shared information enables operators to
access the automation capability even when the automation is not used. A more appropriate reliance then leads to
a greater level of cooperation, which is already illustrated
by Experiment 1.
Sharing reliance on automation improves cooperation
substantially. Fig. 6 illustrates the improvement when

lowering the thresholds (yþ
C=D and yC=D ) by 25%. The
simulation experiments show that when the thresholds are
lowered by more than 10%, cooperation improves
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signiﬁcantly. Additionally, the more the thresholds are
reduced, the greater the improvement in cooperation.
The reasons why sharing automation performance or
reliance improves cooperation can be interpreted in the
context of the game scenario described previously. Sharing
automation performance improves the operator’s reliance
on automation and the more appropriate reliance moderates the mismatch between the operator’s intent and the
actual behavior. The reduced mismatch promotes cooperation by avoiding unintended competitive behaviors caused
by inappropriate use of automation. Sharing reliance on
automation generally increases cooperation by leading to a
greater level of willingness to cooperate even when
observing the competitive behavior of the other. Speciﬁcally, the information about the other operator’s reliance
on automation together with the operator’s own experience
with automation performance may explain the other
operator’s competitive behavior when it is caused by
inappropriate use of automation. Sharing the other
operator’s reliance on automation leads to a more
charitable interpretation of the other’s intent and therefore
increases trust. The consequence of enhanced trust is an
increased chance of cooperation. These interpretations
need to be further validated with experiments that include
human participants. Sharing performance-related information inﬂuences the judgments of previous performance and
sharing reliance information inﬂuences trust in the other.
That is, these two types of information sharing inﬂuence
cooperation independently, which explains the lack of
interaction observed in the simulation results. Controlled
experiments with human subjects will test the hypotheses as
well as validate and reﬁne the model.

6. Conclusions
We examined how reliance on automation inﬂuences
cooperation and how sharing two types of automationrelated information mediates this inﬂuence in the context
of a two-manufacturer one-retailer SC system. Simulation
results show that inappropriate reliance hinders cooperation, and that sharing automation performance information promotes more appropriate reliance and as a result
more cooperation among operators. Sharing reliance
information promotes cooperation. Sharing both performance and reliance information enhances cooperation in
an additive manner. Overall cooperation depends on the
appropriate use of automation and sharing automationrelated information can have a profound effect on
cooperation.
This is the ﬁrst study to address how interaction among
multiple operators and multiple automation inﬂuences
cooperation in a SC system. This study demonstrates that
cooperation can be promoted by sharing automationrelated information to avoid unintentional competitive
behavior as well as to lead to a more charitable
interpretation of the other’s intent.
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